
Reading/Literature

Kindergarten News
Week of:  April 4/8//19-4/12/19 

Math:

Story:  Building With Dad
Comprehension:  Compare and Contrast
Conventions:  Verbs
Genre:  Informational Fiction
Amazing Words:  groundbreaking, trenches, foundation, waterproof,

welding, gleaming
Decodable Story:  If Kip Can
High Frequency Words:  here, do, little, with, what

Phonological Awareness:
Phoneme Segmentation, phoneme manipulation, blends and diagraphs

Essential Question:  How can the parts of a number be written as 
a number sentence?
Objective:  Add up to ten using ones.
Objective:  Count straws into piles of ten; count the piles as 10     

ones.
Objective:  Count 10 objects within images of 10 to 20 objects,

and describe as 10 ones and ___ones.

This Weeks Theme: 
Essential Questions:  What are different ways of building?
Question of the Week: How is a school built?



Our topic this week is: 
Zebras and Giraffes 

We will create a bubble map,  a tree map, 
and write a rough draft sentence of 1 to 2 
facts about zebras and giraffes.
Final draft will include: capitalization, 
correct punctuation, correct letter 
formation and spacing.

This week we will be practicing writing the 
following words for our spelling test: 

I, the, a, to, is, my

Writing/Handwriting Thank You
Thank you to all our 
chaperones for our 
field trip to the zoo.
The students had a 
great time and we 
hope you did too! 

Our Classroom News
Our mission is to provide extraordinary educational opportunities to every learner.

Important Dates: Donation Center
We are in need of stickers 
for the Reading Centers.
Preferred stickers are: 
animals, foods, colors,

transportation, household 
items or random pictures

The students will be 
practicing their 
writing/spelling skills.
Please send them to school 
anytime.

Thank you!

.April 12- PTSA   Father/Daughter
Sock Hop  5:30-7:30
Multi-Purpose Rm.

April 16- Giving Closet Open 3-4
April 19- Spring Break Day

No School
April 22- Spring Break Day

No School
April 24- Spirit Day-

Inside Out Day


